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Carl Delacato asserts that among children who experience
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reading disabilities, there is a four to one ratio of boys to
girls.

i 

He further states that reading disabilities are caused

;

by poor development of neurological organization, a process

H

which occurs naturally as the result of physical activities such

as running, throwing, catching, kicking, and climbing.

Delacato

' explains the larger number of male reading problems as being the
result of more difficult male birth and higher incidence of male

infant diseases which cause high fevers and hamper or impair

neurological development.

In a society which especially encour

ages young boys to participate in the activities which are

puroorted to produce and develop neurological organization, it
would appear that there must be some compensatory effect upon
male infant difficulties.

Therefore, it is hypothesized that

boys will not show symf^oms of poor neurological organization on

■V ^

a four to one ration in comparison to girls.

To test this hypothesis, an instrument was developed by

a:

selection of appropriate measures of the following of Delacao's
tests:

Dallas Institute Test for Visual Competency
Dallas Institute Test for Auditory Competency
Dallas Institute Test for Tactile Competency

Dallas Institute Test for Mobility Competency
-\

' '

li

Dallas Institute Test for Language Competency
Dallas Institute Test for Manual Competency

.
;

Delacato Test Summary Sheet.

-I

This instrument was administered by the author to all of the first

grade children in the Valley of Enchantment Elementary School in

,

g.j

Crestline, California and in the Lake Arrowhead Elementary School

a-r;:
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in Lake Arrowhead, California.
more boys than girls.

This sample yielded twenty-two

Therefore, twenty-two boys were randomly

selected and eliminated from the study.

Since sex is a true dichotomy, and since data v/as

measured in terms of expected and observed performance, a non
parametric technique of analysis was selected.

The data

appropriately fit a four fold table and a chi-square test was
utilized.

A chi-square table was consulted to determine whether

the resultant value reached a level of significance at the .05
level.

The data was analyzed collectively and specifically in

each area of competence determined by Delacato to be indicatory

of neurological organization.

.05 level of significance.

this group of children.

None of these analyses reached a

The hypothesis was supported for

Boys did not show symptoms of poor

neurological organization on a four to one ratio in comparison to
girls.

PREFACE

This research project was conducted in order that

educators might better understand conflicting viewpoints about
how children learn to read.

I am deeply indebted to the following members of the Rim

of the World Unified School District for their cooperation and
encouragement:

Ben Wilkin, Superintendent of Schools; Don Venne,

Assistant Superintendent of Schools; Gerald Steffens, Principal

of Valley of Enchantment School; George B. Hesemann, Principal of
Lake Arrowhead Elementary School; and the Governing Board of
Trustees.

I would also like to thank the first grade teachers

whose pupils, together with my own, made up the population sample
for this project: Phyllis Cochran, Nancy Drozd, George Hewey,
Neila Gregory, and Pat Barton.

These educators extended the kind

of support and confidence which makes working in this district a
satisfying, rewarding experience.

Spring 1973

Ruby L. Rubio
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CHAITER I

INTRODUCATION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Carl Delacato states that his research proves the fact

that reading disabilities are caused by poor neurological organi

zation, except in cases of genetic imbalance.

He defines neuro

logical organization as the result of chronologically predictable,
total and uninterrupted development which proceeds vertically •

through the spinal cord and all other areas of the central nervous

system to the cortex.

Orderly and sequential organization of the

sub-cortical areas is a prereqxiisite to the subsequent proper

organization at the level of the cortex.

This development is a

requirement to the establishment of complete hemispheric dominance.
In other words, the development of neurological organization is an

interdependent continuum which begins during gestation and is
normally complete by eight years of age. If a lower level is

incomplete, all of the succeeding higher levels are affected
both in relation to their height in the central nervous system

and in relation to the chronology of their development. If a

high level of development does not function or is incomplete, the

lower levels become operative or dominant.^
ICarl H. Delacato, The Dia,gnosis and Treatment of Speech
and Reading?: Problems, (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, •
1963>, p. 4.
1

,

2

Delacato further states that speech and reading are

clinical indices of the nature and quality of neurological organi
zation. Therefore, they are not separate problems, but are vary
ing degrees of the same problem. He identifies these degrees in
the terms of the following coramianication dysfxanctions:
1, Aphasia

2, Delayed Speech
3, Stuttering

4, Retarded Reading

5, Poor spelling and handwriting
^e3.ding which falls within normal range but is
below mathematical performance.

Levels of language dysfvinction correspond to levels of neurolo
gical disorganization.

Neurological organization is a continuous, successive,

interdependent development which can be diagnosed by observing
corresponding levels of motor, vis\ial, auditory, and speech de
velopment. Any interruption or delay in this development results
in corresponding interruption or delay in communication skills.

Of the children who display symptoms of language disabilities,
Delacato claims that boys outnumber girls by a four to one

ratio.2 He explains this ratio in terms of more difficult male
birth and poorer physical male health during early years, which
often causes very high fevers among boys. Lincoln tends to
support Delacato*s supposition. He asserts that more boys than
girls are not promoted at the end of first grade. He also states

that reading disabilities and speech handicaps occur more commonly

Delacato, A New Start for the Child with Readin

xnc^^iv/u)

Parents. (New Vork: David MoKay

3

among boys than girls.^ Jo Stanchfield foxmd that girls scored
higner than boys regardless of intelligence, home backgroimd,or
ethnic origin,^
Additional research findings indicate that there are

other significant factors v/hich may influence the boy-girl ratio,
Througnout the recent history of education, the elementary class
room nas been dominated by females and the occurrences there have

largely been determined by v/omen. Another factor, as cited by
McNemar,suggests that purported sesc differences in mental ability
may be the result of the content of tests rather than of real

differences in ability,'^ There appears to be little doubt that
society has differentiated role expectations for girls and boys
and that teachers reflect this cultural phenomenon. Rotter
found that sex preconceptions influence a teacher*s evaluation
and perception and can result in differential treatment,^
3

Edv/ard A, Lincoln, Sex Differences in the Growth of

American School Children. (Nev/ York: VJarwich and Vork. l^'OT
p, 189,

^

'*

^
Stanchfield, "The Use of Original Instructional
iiciLGrials^s-s G. Stiniulus for IiDproved Rsciding", Educcitionci-l
Research Information Center. (United States of /merica:
Education, and VJelfare/Office of Education, March. 1968).

ED 013731, p, 84,

»

>

/,

5^iuinn McUemar, The Revision of the Stanford Binet
* An /inalysls or the Standardization Data. (Bostoni Houphton

Mifflin Co,, 1942), p, 185,

^

'^George^S, Rotter, "The Effect of Sex Identification Uoon

ieacher Evaluation of Pupils", Educational Research Inforraation

Center, (United States of America; U.S. Department of Health,
Education and VJelfare/Office of Education, April, 1967)

ED 013793, p, 97,

» f

,
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Girls are expected to be raore responsible, quiet, friendly, and ■

docile than boys. Boys, as cited by Karris^ and Tuddenhara^, are
expected to be more aggressive, bold, aiad active than girls.

Hoyt reports this in his study "Prediction of College Success".^
He believes there is no satisfactory explanation for the apparent

higher achievement of girls than boys and suggests the probability
that this is a reflection of differences in role expectations
imposed by society rather than biological differences. Gates,10

Prescott,!! and Uozencroftl^ confirmed this supposition in their
independent studies. These studies suggest that commonly repox-ted
sex differences favoring girls in reading may be largely due to
environraental influence, including classroom instruction and
materials, and ax-e not inhex-ent.

^Dale B, Harx-is, "Measurement of Pvesponsibility in
Childx-en", Child Development, (Chicago: University of Chice
Press, 1954>, 25, pp. 2/ and 28,

ORead D, Tuddenham, "Studies in Reputation", Psychological
Monogram, (Uashington, D,C,: American Psychological Association,
ly^i;. No. 333, p, 58.

^Donald P, Hoyt, "Px"ediction of College Success",
Encyclopedia of Education, (United States of /mierica: The Macmillan

Company ana Tne Pree Press, 1971), pp. 231-233,

l^Arthur I, Gates, "Sex Differences in P,.eading Ability",
Elementary School Journal. 1961, 51, pp. 431-434,

^^George A, Prescott, "Sex Differences in Metropolitan
Readiness Test Results", Journal of Educational Reseai'ch,

(Uashington, D.C,: Amex-ican Psychological Association, 1955), 48,
pp. 608-610.

^^Marion Uozencroft, "Sex Comparisons of Certain Abilities",
Jouxnaal of Educational Research, (Uashington,- D.C,; American

!?sychological Association, 1963;, 57, pp. 25-27,

5

While role eacpectations might influence natural motor,
visual, auditory, and speech development, the question still re

mains as to whether more boys than girls are neurologically dis
organized. If Delacato*s theory is reliable, then of the children

wno have observable symptoms of poor neurological organization
the ratio should be four to one of boys over girls.
Since there are diagnostic, preventive, and remedial

methods available to utilize in helping children who are not

severly impaired, but are lacking in complete neurological

development, and since these methods can very easily be incor
porated into daily classroom routine and curriculxm, it would be

remiss for educators to fail to investigate this problem thorough
ly.

It is a fact that a large proportion of children in this

affluent democratic country, especially boys, are poor readers.
In a nation which expovinds a philosophy of eqioal opportunity for
all, efficient reading has become a right rather than a privilege.
Educators have been teaching reading for centuries, yet even the
experts do not know how children learn to read. This problem is
as critical to the field of education as the common cold is to
the field of medicine.

,
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CHAPTER II

c
RESEARCH PROCEDURES

It has been observed that boys in the United States are

cvilturally encouraged and expected to participate in physical
activities such as running, throwing, catching, climbing, and
jumping during early developmental ages to a greater degree
than girls. If Delacato»s premise is accurate, these activities
are instruraental in achieving neurological organization. It

would appear that the ratio of boy participation over girl par
ticipation in these activities should have some compensatory
influence upon the purported incidence of difficult birth and

early childhood illness among males when considering neurolog
ical development.

This would suggest that research previously cited may
be quite significant.

There appear to be indications that male

performance in reading may be influenced by factors other than

physiological development and that boys may be every bit as
mature as girls in this growth process.

7

Hypothesis

Boys will not show symptoms of poor neurological organiza
tion on a fovir to one ratio in comparison to girls.

Measures To Be Utilized

Since Carl Delacato»s theory and definitions are being
tested, the results would be insignificant if other criteria were
used to carry out this study. Therefore, the measures utilized

in observing children have been selected from the following
Delacato tests

Dallas
Dallas
Dallas
Dallas
Dallas
Dallas

Institute
Institute
Institute
Institute
Institute
Institute

Test for
Test for
Test for
Test for
Test for
Test for

Mobility Competency
Language Competency
Manual Competency
Vis\aal Competency
Auditory Competency
Tactile Competency

Delacato Test Summary Sheet

Only those skills which characterize the final level in the develop
ment of neurological organization, establishment of laterality and
hemispheric dominance, v/ere selected.

Consideration was also

given to skills which are practically testable in a school setting.
Since few abilities were eliminated for this reason, it is believed
that the results remain uncontaminated by the decision,
When considering observations of man-ual and visual
competency, any deviation from one side to the other is considered

a failure by Delacato standards, T\70 deviations are allowed when

^^Copies of the Delacato tests from which selections
were chosen appear in Appendix, pp, 18-26,

i'^A copy of the measure administered, Neurological
Organization Test Sheet, appears in Appendix, p, 17.

8

uesting for mobility and tactile competency. In order to pass
the test for language competency a child must use five to seven
v7ord simple and appropriate sentences with good articulation. A
chxld is considered to be competent aurally if he can follow a
three step oral command.

Sample

The hypothesis is relevant to all school children engaged
in learning language and reading, but since prevention is more
practical than remediation, it is especially pertinent to those
children in the beginning stages of this learning. Delacato

states that the mean age for completion of neurological develop
ment is seven years of age and normal completion should occur

no later than eight years of age. Therefore, most first grade
chilaren should at least be in final stages of the continum of

development. Ir this development is a successive, orderly,
sequential, interdependent continuum and early male infant ill

ness explains the boy to girl ratio in reading disability, then

this ratio among those children who are neurologically disorgan
ized should be apparent at any stage of development after iiifancy.
Considering these two facts, the sample used for this
study was six classrooms of first grade children. Each classroom

contained approximately twenty children, making a total of one

hundred fifueen children. Several children v/ere excluded due to

e,i.uended absence, Tv^enty-one boys were selected randomly and
eliminated from the sample in order to eqiialize the number of

boys and girls. This reduced the sample to a total of ninety-four

9

cliiIdiTfin., fo^Tuy^ssven "boys arid. fo3rty~sGV6n giirls#
The study was carried out in the Pvim of the World

Uniried School District in California. All except nine first
grade children of Lake Arrowhead Elementary School in Lake
Arrov/head made up one-half of the original sample. The nine child
ren not included have been assigned to a combination class composed
of nine first grade children and nine second grade children. These
children v/ere selected on the basis of average school performance
and classroom oehavior, as judged by their previous year teachers,
Sxnce the teacher of this group is a nev7 teacher and testing half
of the class might be an inconvenience to her, and since these
children have oeen judged to be average in comparison to their
previous year class mates, it is doubtful that their inclusion
or exclusion from the sample V7ill alter the results.

The re

mainder of the original sample included all of the first grade
children of the Valley of Enchantment School in Crestline,

Lake Arrowhead and Crestline are small mountain resorts,
each containing one elementary school Xirhicli encompasses kinder
garten through fifth grade children, inclusively, XJliile there

is licule or no dirjcerence in ethnic and religious composition,
there is a rather significant difference in the social and
economic nature of the communities.

These two conimunities and

uheir schools share some similarities, but are not representative

of eacn other. They are also unrepx-esentative of any other
schools located in either rural or urban areas any^^here in the

United States, considering variables of economic; social, ethnic,
and religious background. For purposes of this study, this lack
1

....

10

of similarity is unimportant, since Delacatots theory is purported
to apply to all cnildren regardless of confounding variables.
Procedure

The author personally tested all children during a two
week period in April, 1973, by observation of task performances
outlined in the designated test. Since development at this end

of the continu-um is stated to be painfully slow,^^ it is highly
doubtrul tnat measurable growth occurs during a two v/eek period.
This span allowed greater ease in testing and insured against
exclusion because of minor illness or absence.

Analysis of Data

Since sex is a true dichotomy, and since data was

fueasurea in terms ox expected and observed pei*formance a non

parametric technique of analysis was selected. The data appro
priately fit a four fold table and a simple chi-squa-xe test was
utilised, A chi-^square table x^as consulted to determine xdiether
tne resultant value reached a level of significance at the ,03
level.

l^carl I-I, Delacato, The Diayriosis and Treatment of

opeecn and Reading Problems, (bpringiieid, Illinbis; Cliarfes C,
inomas, 1963;, p, 63,

,■

CI-Ii\PTER III

RESEAUCH FINDINGS

Hypothesis

Boys will not show symptoms of poor neurological organ
ization on a four to one ratio in comparison to gii-ls.

Children I'Jho Shov7ed Symptoms of Poor Neurological Organization
Total number of children tested

94

Kunfoer of children V7ith neu-rological deficiency
NTomber of boys V7ith neurological deficiency
N\amber of girls with neurological deficiency

61
34
27

Although more boys than girls showed syriiptoms of poor

neurological organisation, the difference did not significantly

approach a four to oiie ratio. Findings supported the hypothesis.

Children ITno Showed Symptoms of Mobility Deficiency
. Total number- of children tested

Nuraber of children with mobility deficiency'
Number of boys with mobility deficiency
Number of girls with mobility deficiency

94

24
13
11

The difference betn^een the n-umber of boys and girls with
symptoms of mobility deficiency did not begin to approach a four
to one ratio.

Findings supported the hypothesis.

11

12

Children Xrao Showed Syniptoms of Lan.ggianie Deficiency

Total nur^Der of children tested

•.

94

Nxaraber of children v/ith language deficiency

Q

None of the children in this sample e^ihibited symptoms of
language deficiency,

_Childi.en IJho SnoT/ed Syraptoms of Manual Deficiency

Total nuiubex' of children tested
iluiiioer or children v/ith manual deficiency
Number of boys v/ith manual deficiency
Number of girls v/ith manual deficiency

94
14
5
S

There v/as little difference betxi/een the nuraber of boys and
girls in this san^ple who showed signs of manual deficiency. There
were two more girls than boys who showed symptoms of lack of
development.

Children IJlio Showed Syrantoras of Visual Deficiency

Total number of children tested

Number of children with visual deficiency
Number of boys V7ith visual deficiency
Number of gi7,"ls V7ithvisual deficiency

94

•

9
4
5

In this sample of children who shov7ed symptoms of visual
deficiency, there V7ere more girls than boys,

'

Children Who Shov/ed Symptoms of Auditory Deficiency
Total nimiber of children tested

94

Number of children with auditory deficiency
Number of bo3>'s with auditory deficiency
Nuraber of girls V7ith auditoi-y deficiency

33
20
13 '

The proportion of boys to girls who showed symptoms of
auditory deficiency was not significant.

13

Children VJho Showed Svniptoms of Tactile Deficiency

Total nimiber of children tested
Nuiuber or children with tactile deficiency
Nuiiiber of boys v/ith tactile deficiency
buniDer or girls v-rLth tactile deficiency

94
45
21
25

More girls than boys showed symptoms of tactile deficiency,
CnilQi.en Uno SnoT/ed oyniptoms of Eye-Hand Crossed Dominance
Total number of children tested

94

i<umber of cnildren x-^rtli crossed dominance deficiency 49
Kuraber of boys Xi/ith crossed dominance deficiency
28
Number of girls v/ith crossed dominance deficiency

21

The boy to girl ratio of children v/ho showed symptoms of
eye-hand crossed dominance did not significantly approach a four
to one ratio.

Children Who Shov/ed Symptoms of Eye-Hand Crossed Dominance and
Tactile Deficiency

Total number of children tested

94

Kuraber of children v/ith crossed dominance and

tactile
Kuraber of
tactile
Kuraber of
tactile

deficiency
boys v/ith crossed dominance and
deficiency
girls v/ith crossed dominance and
deficiency

29
16

13

The ratio of children v/ith crossed dominance and tactile

deficiency did hot significantly approach a four to one ratio of
boys to gi-rls.

Children IJlio Showed Symiptoras of Crossed Dorainance and Auditory
Deficiency

~

~

———

■

'

Total nuraber^of children tested

94

Nirraber or children v/ith crossed dominance and
auditory deficiency

23

Kuraber of boys v/ith crossed dorainance and ,
auditory deficiency

14

Kuraber of girls v/ith crossed dorainance and

auditory deficiency

9

14

ihe boy,to girl ratio of children who showed symptoms

of crossed dominance and auditory memory deficiency did not sig
nificantly approach fotir to one.

;
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

Tiiis piojGCu is only g px'sliininisiry study# In

to

arax7 univer'sal conclusions, it vrauld be necessary to repeat the plan
nuiiioers oe cliilaren xi/ith niore variable baclcgrounds•
However, the findings of this project imply that Carl Delacato's

assumptions abouc a four to one boy-girl ratio, as applied to read
ing disabilities, appear to be inaccurate,

Ix these findings are foxind to be applicable to the raajor
ity of children, it may be conjectured that reading disabilities

may not be indices of neux'ological development as defined by
Delacato or that the tests developed by Delacato may not be accurate
instruments with v/hich to measiire this development.

It is also possible that Cruickshank^^ and Kershner^^ v/ere
correct v/hen they criticised Delacato's theo-ry on the ground that
it is based upon an oversimplified e:cplanation of neux-ological

l%illiam II. Cruickshank, "Doman and Delacato's Treatment
of Neurologically Handicapped Children", The E:;ceptional Children.

35, (Washington, D.C.: Council for E::ceptional Children, N.E.A.,
Summei-, 1968), p. 93.

^^John Pv, Kershner, "Doman and Delacato's Theory of
Neurological Organisation Applied with Retarded Children", The

E:"ceptional Children, 34, (Washington, D.C,; Council for E::ceptional
Children, N.E.A., Fall, 1968), p. 418.
15

16

organization, Reading disabilities may very well be indices of
neurological function or development, processes which are exceed
ingly complex and not fully understood, but it is possible that

the Doman and Delacato interpretation of the s3rmptoms V7hich indi
cate deficiency in these processes may be inappropx-iate,
While there may still be a high incidence of difficult

male birth and of male infant and early childhood disease, modern

medicine continues to decrease this incidence. Yet, many boys
continue to have difficulty V7ith reading. Some of these boys may
very V7ell be developmentally less mat-ure than most girls, but

educators can not affoi'd to ignore the increasing possibility

that United States boys are academically handicapped by their
culture and their educational institution.

It would be of interest to administer the study to kinder
garten, second grade and eight or nine jrear old children for

correlation of the male sex ratio at different levels of develop
ment and to detexmine whether or not boys overcome their handicap.

If a large number of United States boys are academically handicapped,
do these boys shax-e similax-ities?

None of these facts appeax- to satisfactorily explain a

difference between the reading achievement standards of boys and
girls.

The childx-en in this sample did not show symptoms of devel

opmental deficiency, as defined by Delacato, on a four to one

ratio.

If these sjTrnptoms ax"e accurate indicatox-s of disability,

it is possible that the boy-girl ratio is smallex- than four to one.

The four to one ratio X7as eithex- inaccurate originally or it is
keeping pace with today^s world and is in the process of change.

Delacato has consistently conducted his research among

English speaking, middle or upper-middle class childi'en v/ith
reading disabilities#
further research confirms tne findings
of this study, which used children from a wider socio-economic

range who achieve at different levels, is it possible that other

portions of Delacato's theory v/ill fail to have v/ider application?
Is it feasible to suspect that significant niombers of children

V7ho achieve quite well might demonstrate symptoms of neurological
deficiency by Delacato*s standards? Much more research is
essential*

Educators can not afford to ignore questions concerning

the V7ay children learn. Every child has the right to develop uo
his highest hui'aan potential and it is the job or educators to
facilitate this development. Much effort has gone into tne

study of methods and techniques. Attention must focus more ex
clusively upon how children come to know and gain knowledge.
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Neurological Organization Test Sheet
Date

Sex

Name

Grade

School

Right

Left

I4ixed

Handedness

VJriting or Crayoning
Throv/ing
Using Scissors

Picking up Small Objects
Footedness

Stepping Forward

Stepping Back

Stepping onto a Chair

Stepping off a Step
Kicking a Ball
Predominant Eye

^

,

Monocular Sighting at Far-Point
Sighting at Near-Point
Yes

Hops with Poor to Good Balance and Coordination
Skips with Poor to Good Balance and Coordination

Uses Five to Sev^ Word Simple and Appropriate
Sentences-

Prints Full Name and One Word or First Name
and Two Words

Can Recognize Five Words Out of Six or Seven
on Flashcards

Can Recognize Five or Six Simple Digics
Can Follow a Three-Step Command

Can Identify Coins by Size and Feel Alone
17

No

MOBILITY

(Overhead ladder. Rolling, Somersaults)
VII

Okay - Both hopping and skipping v;ith good coordination
and balance indicate laterality

Poor - Either hopping or skipping with poor balance and
coordination

VI

V

Okay - Both walking and running in good cross pattern
Poor - Walking and/or running in poor cross pattern
Okay - Walking with hands below waist but not swinging
freely

Poor - Walking xd-th hands at waist level or higher for
balance

IV

Okay - At least si:: steps without falling and not in the
process of falling, - arms usually at or above
shoulder height

Poor - Less than 6 steps or 6 steps tal^en in process of
falling

III

Okay - Good cross pattern creep
Poor - Por;7ard inoveraent but less than a "good, cross
pattern"

18 >

LANGUAGE

VII

Okay - Complete vocabulary, sentence structure, and

OiT'^Q.nizQ.tion or tliouglit for ^pproxinia.L0ly 2nd

grade level regularly spealcing in 10-12 v7ora simple
"comple:: and compound sentences

Poor - Anything between "VI Okay" and "VII Okay" 
Organization and structure, language comparable to
a 1st grader

VI
a

li

V

Okay - 5-7 word simple and appropriate sentences, used

consistently and v/ith a good articulation
Poor - Anything bett^een "V Okay" and "VI Okay" 
(Hark "poor articulation" when indicated;

Okay - 10 or more words and 2 word couplete used consistently
and appropriately

Poor - 10 or more words used consistently and approp^.rarely

IV
III

Okay - T\<ro words of speech used consistently and appropriately

Poor - Anything between "III Okay" and IV Okay
Okay - Good tonality with good ability to indicate
^
Poor - Poor tonality VTith some ability to xndicate mood
indicate aberrations such as monotone as poor
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MANUAL COMPETENCE

VII

Okay - VJriting spontaneously at 2nd grade level of
- form and organization (printing or cursive)
Poor - Printing or v/riting spontaneously full name and
1 word or first name and two words

VI

Okay - Four out of 5 of below consistently done well
Poor - At least 2 of below done well or- 3 done poorly

(1. pouring, 2. screxTing, unscrewing, 3, buttoning,
unbuttoning, 4. zipping, 5, tying shoes)

V .

Okay - Consistently good simultaneous cortical opposition
bilaterally (motion test;

Poor - Cortical opposition bilaterally and almost simultane
ously and/or inconsistently

IV

Okay - Good cox-tical opposition, using tip of thxmb and
finger, in both hands (motion test)
Poor - Cortical opposition present but inefficient cortical
opposition in either hand

(Mark "flat" when uses whole bottom s\xrface of last joint
of thumb and finger)
III

Okay - Good prehensile grasp with both hands
Poor - Prehensile grasp is present but inefficient in either
hand

*,
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VISUAL COMPETENCE

VII

Okay - 2nd grade vocabulary and comprehension level on a
P test and can add and subtract simple digits.
Poor - Can recognize 5 words out of 6 or 7 on flashcards
and 5 or 6 simple degits

VI

Okay - Consistent ability to identify familiar abstract

s3mibols (Alphabet, geometric figures, numbex's, etc.)
Poor - Inconsistent ability to identify familiar abstract

syrabols (letters, numbers, squares, circle, triangle,
etc.)

V

Okay - Consistent ability to recognize familiar pictures, etc.
Poor - Inconsistent ability to recognize familiar pictux-es,
etc.

IV

Okay

Poor
2"

5"
Mild

Severe

Out

Divergent strabismus

10"

(right, left or
altex-nating)

Moderate

Severe

Moderate

Mild

Conv. Strab.
(right, left,

'

alt.)
5"

10"
Out

III

15"
in Poor

Okay - Nox-mal vision of small objects and details and can
-■ follow light vex-tically

Poor - Anything betv/een "II Okay" and "III Okay" (May reflect
severe bilateral strabismus or very poor acuity)

■

•
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AUDITORY COM'STENCE

VII

Okay -

"VI Okay" Plus: seasons, months, days,
sequencing), multi-step commands,
85^ I'ecall of 2nd grade story
telling time by the minute

VI

Poor - Anything betx^een "VI Okay" and "VII Okay"
Okay - All of "VI Poor" Plus: 1. today, yesterday and

tomorrow. 2. 3-step commands. 3. Awareness of
being talked about. 4. At least 2 of following:
a.

right and left

b.

categories

c.

before and after

5. 85/o recall of 1st grade story

V

Poor « Understands simple time concepts (nov/ & later);
can follox7 a 2-step conmiand; can malce a simple'deal
Okay - Consistent understanding of 10-25 words, and two
word couplets
Poor - Consistent understanding of 10-25 words only

IV

Okay - Consistent understanding of at least 2 words
Poor - Consistent understanding of 1 word only

III

Okay - Responds appropriately to all meaningful sounds
Poor - Responas appropriately to some meaningful sounds,
Ce.g, parents voice)
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TACTILE COMPETENCE

Test each level on both sides, both uppeir and lowei" extremities,
trunk, etc. where appropriate. Indicate discrepancies on profile
and/or evaluation sheet
v

VII

Okay - Can identify heads and tails of a penny consistently
by feel alone bilaterally
Poor - Can identify cloth by texture and/or coins by size
by feel alone

VI

Okay - Can identify consistently miniature similar objects
by feel alone

Poor - Can identify, consistently, miniature, dissimilar
objects by feel alone

V

Okay - Can identify medium sizes (smaller than palm of hand)
consistently by feel alone

Poor - Can identify objects larger than hand by feel alone 
laterality can be noted at this level

IV

Okay - Turns pages of book, etc. normally
Poor - Only vaguely aware of paper on a flat surface by
feel

III

Okay - Appropriate response to touching, tickling, rubbing,
etc. over entire body
Poor - "Hypo" - "Hyper" reaction to touching, tickling,
rubbing, etc. anywhere on body
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MANUAL

MOBILITY

LANGUAGE

3 to 8 yxs»

Using a leg in

Superior

a skilled role

36 nio.

Average
72 mo.
Slov7

^ V7hich is con

Complete Vocab

ulary and pro
per sentence
structure.

sistent xrlth

dominant hemi

COMPETENCE

Using a hand to
Xi7rite which is
consistent XTith

the dorainant

hemisphere.

sphere.

96 mo.

Superior
22 mo.

Average
46 mo.

Walking and

2,000 X7ords of

y running in com
^ plete cross

language and
short sentences.

pattern.

Bimanual function
with one hand in
a dorainant role.

Slov7

67 mo.
Gorte:c

Walking with

Superior

10 to 25 x-7ords

arras fx-eed

language and

13 mo.

Average
28 mo.

from the pri
mary balance

Cortical opposi
tion bilaterally

tx70 V7ord

and siraultane

couplets.

ously.

role.

Slow

45 mo.

Superior
8 mo.

Average
16 mo.
Sl0V7

26 mo.

Walking x-Tith

Tx-7o x7ords of

arms used in

Cortical opposi

speech used
spontaneously

tion in either
hand.

a primary bal
ance role most

and raeaning

frequently at

fully.

or above

shoulder

height.

Fianctioning
Mid-brain

Superior
4 mo.

Average
8 mo.

Creeping on

Creation of

hands and

meaningful

knees, culmi

sounds.

nating in
cross pattern

creeping

SloX7

13 mo.
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Prehensile
g-rasp,

3 to 8 years
Superior
36 mo.

Average
72 mo.

VISUAL
COIIPETENCE

AUDITORY
COI-IPETENCE

TACTILE
COIIPETENCE

Reading words us
ing a dominant

Understanding of
complete vocabu

fication of object

eye consistent

lary and proper

using a hand con

VTith the domi

sentences with
proper ear.

spheric dominance.

nant hemisphere.

Tactile indenti

sistent with hemi

Slow

96 mo,
7

Superior
22 mo.

Average
46 mo,

Identification of

Understanding of

visual symbols

2,000 words and
simple sentences.

and letters

Description of
objects by tactile
means,

within escperience.

SIOV7

67 mo.
Cortex

Differentiation

Understanding of

Superior

of similar but

10 to 25 x^ords

unlike simple
visual sjrmbols.

and t\70 vrafd

Tactile differ
entiation of
similar but

couplets.

unlike objects.

Convergence of
vision resulting
in simple depth
perception.

Understand of
tx70 words of

Tactile under

speech.

third dimension

13 mo.

Average
28 mo,
Slov7

45 mo.

Superior
8 mo.

Average
16 mo.

in object V7hich
appear to be

Slow
26 mo.

flat.

Functioning

Appreciation of

Mid-brain

detail v/ithin a
configuration.

Superior

standing of the

4 mo,

Average
8 mo.
Sl0X7

13 mo,.

. ..
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Appreciation of
meaningful sounds.

Appreciation of
gnostic sensa
tion.

DELAGATO TEST SUl'2'lARY SHEET

Hame

Age_

School

Girad.e

Date

v: ■

,

•

Right

Left

liixed

Handedness

Writing or Grayoning
Throwing
Using Scissors

Brushing Teeth
Eating

Picking up Small Objects
Footedness

Stepping
Stepping
Stepping
Stepping

Forv/ard
Back
onto a Ghair
off a Step

Kicking a Ball
Predominant Eye

Sighting
j
Binocular Sighting at

■

Far-Point

Monocular Sighting at
Far-Point

Sighting at Near-Point
Gontrol

Far-Point Visual Efficiency

(Telebinocular)
Near-Point yis\ial Efficiency

(Telebinocular)
Function

IMonocular Reading Level >;

' (Keystone Tests .of Biripculhr
^ skill)
Monocular Reading Level

(Informal Reading Inventory),
Writing Position

Earedness (^Lhen Necessary)
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This study of the Doman and Delacato Program of
Treatment and Prevention of Reading Problems was designed as a
guide to preparation of an appropriate preventive unit to be
incorporated in public school classrooms.

The author anticipated

that the study would provide answers to some of the questions
currently surrounding this approach to reading difficulties.
The Doman and Delacato method is based upon the theory

that reading disabilities are the result of poor neurological
organization.

The theory further states that there are certain

symptoms of this poor organization which can be diagnosed,
making both treatment and cure possible.
Educators have been studying reading problems and

methods for long periods of time.

Experts in the field still do

not know how children learn or fail to learn hov/ to read.

Any

theory which claims that reading disabilities can be both pre
i: I

vented and cured deserves investigation.

Supporters claim the method as a panacea.

®' [,

Most critics

j

take issue with the theory behind the program, which can neither

v !

be proved nor disproved at this period of time in history. It

i'

appears to this author that there are pertinent areas of the

program v/hich can quite accurately be investigated.

,| [
i t'

Of greatest

i '

concern should be the applicability of Delacato's studies involving

'|

middle and upper middle class children with reading disabilities,

;t

to larger populations of children with differing backgrounds and

;^
1:

abilities.

Delacato also makes statements about boy to girl
■

ratios in reading disabilities which can easily and accurately

, .'f

■

; {'

be tested.

The Doman and Delacato program of treatment has clearly

afforded success to some children with reading disabilities.

However, it would be prudent of educators to thoroughly investi

gate any method before investing in it valuable time in the
learning process and lives of children.

• •
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INTRODUCTION

Any study or report on the Delacato approach to reading
problems would be seriously lacking without a brief introduction

to the team of men whose talents, work, and perseverance have
been joined together in an attempt to give a well foimded ansv/ex
to the questions of "V7hy Johnny can^t read".
The original team consisted of Dr. Temple Fay, Dr. Robert

Doman, Glenn Doman, and Carl Delacato.

Glenn Doraan is a physical

therapist who latex- joined Carl Delacato in reseax-ching and x-e
fining a thesis on reading px-obleras.

His brother. Dr. Robert

Doraan, is a physiatrist, a highly trained and skilled physician,
vdxose specialty is physical rehabilitation.

The Doman brothers

worked with Dr, Temple Fay, Dean of Neurosurgery, at the Norwood
Center, a rehabilitation center for bx-ain-injured children.

The

px-ogram of this center incorporated diagnosis, necessary surgex-y,

and setting up and impleraenting px-ograms of activities to start
rehabilitating patients,

Carl Delacato, psychologist and educator, joined the
center, on a part time basis, to x-ound out its post-operative

2

treatment program.

He had a new doctor's degree and was principal

of the Junior School at Chestnut Hill Academy.

his main concern was reading problems.

As an educator,

For quite some time he

had devoted his summers to teaching children with reading dis

abilities.

In an effort to find an answer to remedy this diffi

culty he had undertaken a comparative study of six different
approaches to reading obstacles.

Each summer he devoted his

efforts to a particular approach to this area with a new group of
children who were unsuccessful in their regular school situations.
Each child was tested at the beginning and at the end of the
summer program, and then again at the end of one year in their
regular school.

The first summer was devoted to the "emotionally handi
capped" theory.

If reading disability is a result of emotional

problems, solution of emotional stress should relieve the reading
disability.

All students during the first summer received inten

sive psychiatric treatment in an attempt to solve their emotional
inadequacies.
The second summer was devoted to what Delacato calls the

"psychological" approach. This included use of games, making
reading fun and interesting, removing pressures and utilizing
much reinforcement by means of praise and reward both at school
and at home.

The next three summers were devoted to teaching methods.

These included the phonetic or alphabet approach, the tracing

(kinesthetic) method, and the look-say method.

3

At the time Delacato joined the team at the Norwood

Center he was exploring the problems of readiness and the theory
s

that children should be retained until they are ready to make
progress in formal reading instruction. The difficulty with this

theory is that retention alone does little to get a child more ready
and that little is really knov^n about what to do in order to get a
child more "ready". Application of the theory, therefore, led to
some frustration and minor success.

All of the above methods alluded to some pupil progress
at the end of each experiment, but when the children were tested
one year later, no great progress was evident.

These children

were still considered to have reading problems by standards in
their own schools.

With this long-range concern for reading dysfunctions,

Carl Delacato joined the team at Norwood Center and began his
education in the makeup and functions of the brain and neuro

logical organization. During the process of rehabilitating
patients at the center, he began to make observations which led

to further study, research, and eventually to an answer to many
questions regarding reading.

He began to notice that he would

sometimes confuse mildly brain-injured children with reading
problem children from the school.

A twelve year old boy came to the center for diagnosis.

Although he had attended a school for mentally retarded children

for four years and had received expert reading instruction, he

1
J'--
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could not read.

It was discovered that he had a ttunor on the

brain and it was removed. Two months later he was learning to

read quite well.^
A retired judge entered the center for rehabilitation.

This man had suffered a stroke resulting in hemorrhage of the
right side of his brain. He was unable to use the right side of

his body and had lost his ability to speak. During the process
of rehabilitation, he began to speak again, but even though he
had always been an avid reader, he could not read one word, not
even his own name. He could understand quite well what was read
to him, making him similar, although in greater degree, to a
child who is a poor reader.

At a later date, a young boy was referred to the center

for diagnosis because he had quite suddenly begun to have read

ing difficulties and trouble with reversals. This right handed
boy arrived at the center with his right arm in a cast, the
result of an accident. Careful examination disclosed no injury
to the brain, but the longer he was forced to use his left hand,
the worse his reading became.

^'Jhen the cast was removed and he

once again used his right hand, his reading improved spontane

ously.^
In another case, the reverse occurred. A broken arm,
forcing use of the other hand, resulted in the cure of the read

ing problems of another young boy."^
^Carl H. Delacato, A New Start for the Child with Read
ing Problems: A Manual for Parents. (New York; David McKav Cnin
pany. Inc., 1970;, pp.9-10.
2

Ibid., pp. 8-9.

2

Ibid.. pp. 17-18.

/

Ibid.. p. 18.

5

Carl Delacato began to wonder whether or not a change in
handedness might possibly effect the brain,
Delacato's attention was next drawn to the area of vision,

Ke became acquainted with two young boys whose reading was severly
changed by separate accidents involving their vision.

The first was totally right sided and had always been a
good student.

His accident resulted in blindness of his right eye,

t^en forced to change to his left eye, his reading began to dete

riorate rapidly,^
The second was a boy who was entering the 9th grade and

was a remedial reader (7th grade level).

This boy was right

handed, but he used his left eye for sighting and for looking
into tubes and microscopes.

An accident resulted in a signifi

cant amount of loss in the vision of his left eye, forcing him to
use his right eye more exclusively.

After one summer with no

instruction, he showed a three year growth in reading,
Carl Delacato and Glenn Doman began to formulate a hypoth

esis,

If a change in sidedness involving the hand or the eye

effect the brain, and if changes in the physical structure of
the brain, changes reading, then change in sidedness involving
the hand or the eye can bring about change in reading.

^Ibid,. pp, 19-20,

^Ibid,, pp, 19-20
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CHAPTER I
.

I

NEUROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION AND
THE NATURE OF LANGUAGE PROBLEMS

In order to validate their hypothesis regarding the
relationship between sidedness and reading, Doman and Delacato

launched into an intensive study of neurological organization#
Briefly, they learned that neurological organization
is the result of total and uninterrupted development.

Progress

of this development proceeds vertically through the spinal cord
and all other areas of the central nervous system to the cortex,
and is chronologically predictable.

Orderly and sequential

organization of the sub-cortical areas is a prerequisite to sub
sequent proper organization at the level of the cortex.

This

development is a requirement to the establishment of complete
hemispheric dominance.

In other v\7ords, the development of

neurological organization is an interdependent continuum which

begins during gestation and is normally complete by eight years
of age.

If a lower level is incomplete, all of the succeeding

higher levels are affected both in relation to their height in

the central nervous system and in relation to the chronology of
their development.

i,;:':A ; ■ . a,

If a high level of development does not

function or is incomplete, the lower levels become operative or

dominant.^
This theory is based upon the biogenetic law or the gener

alization that ontogeny (the biological development of the individ
ual) recapitulates phylogeny (the evolutionary development of man).
The evolutionary development of man is the result of adap
tive activities necessitated by a changing environment.

As the

environment changes, man's functions and activities change.

As

man's functions and activities change, so does his structure change.

Man's present structure is the result of past and present activities
and functions.

"If true with the phylogenetic development of man

kind; is it not possible that ontogenetically we can change the

structure of a single man (sic. child) by altering his environment

and function?"^
"Speech and reading are the final human results of

neurological organization and hence are clinical indices of the
nature and the quality of the neurological organization of an
q

individual".

Since language is the result of the development and

organization of man's nervous system, does it not follow that
changing the development of this system would result in a change
in language development?

Is is interesting to note that at the point in the "evo

lutionary process, v^hen a dominant-sub-dominant hemisphere rela
tionship emerged, speech emerged and was controlled by the dominant
hemisphere and music emerged and was controlled by the sub-dominant

7carl H. Delacato, The Diagnosis and Treatment of Speech
and Reading Problems, (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas,
1963), pp. 4-5 and 47.

^Ibid., p. 46.

^Ibid., p. 7.

8

hemisphere".^® Trauma of the controlling hemisphere results in
loss of language skills, but equally important, trauma of the sub-

dominant area results in loss of tonal factors. Left hemiplegics
(right handed people who have suffered a cerebrovascular accident
to the right, or sub-dominant hemisphere of the cortex) have no

difficulty with speech but suffer loss in tonal memory, tonal

appreciation, and the ability to carry a tune."^^
These premises have been supported by the medical profes
sion, which has established that when one has an injury
to a specific part of the brain, speech and reading func

tions change._ It has established that certain problems
of communication can be improved through surgical proce
dure. It has further established that certain types of
brain injury result in certain types of language problems.^2
Therefore, "...educators who feel that pjhonetics or

educational methodology are the real answer to the diagnosis and
treatment of speech and reading problems must, of necessity, be
stopped short when the neurosurgeon can, with a non-phonetic, a
non-methodological, and a non-psychological scalpel, signifi
cantly change the language function of a human being".

The

basis of speech and reading is in the brain, hence, treatment of
reading and speech should, according to Dr. Delacato, be directed

toward the brain. This premise should hold true except in cases
of genetic imbalance.

^®Ibid.. p. 45.
^^Carl H. Delacato, The Treatment and Prevention of
Reading Problems;

The Neuro-Psychological Approach. (Springfield.

Illinois; Charles- C. Thomas, 1959), p. 22
12

■^Delacato, Speech and Reading Problems, p. 24.

^^Ibid.. p. 25.
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With this hypothesis and premise for a foundation, the
team opened the Rehabilitation Center at Philadelphia in 1955,

for further scientific search and study of reading problems and
for formulation of corrective and preventive programs to solve
these problems.

At this particular time, reading problems were a public
issue.

Rudolph Flesch had published his book,

Read, and the results were explosive.

Johnny Can't

Parents wanted answers and

were not willing to wait for the slow world of research, with its
logic and reason.

They would not be put off.

The Rehabilitation

Center emerged in the middle of new public turmoil.
In an attempt to answer the prevailing questions, it was

necessary to define the nature of language and reading problems.
These problems had been unsuccessfully handled in the past because

they had been categorized, diagnosed, and treated symptomatically.
It was the belief of the team at the Rehabilitation Center that

there were no separate problems, there were simply varying degrees

of the same problem.
only one cause.

If there was only one problem, there was

Therefore, varying degrees of the same treatment

should be applied to varying degrees of the same difficulty

^^Delacato, New Start, pp. 30-35.

^^Delacato, Speech and Reading Problems, pp. 7-8.
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The following are six degrees of communication
dysfunction;
1.

Aphasia

2.

Delayed Speech

3.

Stuttering

4.

Retarded Reading
Poor Spelling and Handwriting

5.

6. Reading which falls within normal range but
is below mathematical performance

Aphasia is the name given to speech and reading retarda

tion when there is suspected brain damage. However, speech and
reading are only a small part of the difficulty, as this level
is an over-all problem of communication.

It is also character

ized by difficulty in communicating feelings adequately, diffi
culty in relating to others at body image levels, distortion of

gestural behavior which does not require speech, and perceptual
and conceptual distortions. It is a severe language dysfunction
which compares with the stage of a newborn infant.^^

Delayed or poorly articulated speech is characterized by
delay in the development of word concepts and using single words
and single sentences. Children with this obstacle are usually
delayed neurologically and delayed speech is only one facet of
their problem. This dysfunction compares with the stage from
iif^fsTicy to before three years of age, when communication is on a
sound and gestural level.

Stuttering in speech is generally quite easily detectable

when dealing with children. It is often treated symptomatically
by speech therapy, ignoring the fact that stuttering also occurs
in other areas, namely the visual, the mobile, the auditory, and

p. 8. ^^Ibid.. p. 9. ^^Ibid.. pp. 9-10.
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the manual. Stuttering occurs because cortical hemispheric
dominance has not been firmly established. This dysfunction

compares with the stage of the three year old.^^
Retarded reading is characterized by reversals of words

(on-no, was-saw, etc.) and numerals (26-62) and poor early spell
ing.

Children with this difficulty are often fair readers, but

poor spellers. They habitually score higher in vocabulary than
in comprehension on standardized tests. They generally have
great difficulty with the sight method when learning to read, but
also have difficulty when changed to a phonics method.

Their rate

of speech is usually very slow and they often have difficulty with
small words.

They are ordinarily unable to associate symbols with

ideas, although they do vi/ell in memorizing, math, and mechanical
skills.

They customarily dislike reading.
Poor spellers tend to reverse letters within words

instead of reversing whole words as poor readers do. They can
often do well on a spelling test if they study a list, but would

fail the same test three days later. Handwriting is generally
disorganized, with great variation in size of letters and in
spacing between letters and words.

Poor handwriters tend to

tilt their heads strangely, move them constantly, or assume
strange sitting positions when writing.

Many times, poor spellers

and handwriters read passably.21

The mildest form of language dysfunction, and consequent
ly the mildest lack of neurological organization present, is
characterized by reading performance and aptitude which fall

t" 10.

^^Ibid., pp. 10-11.

^4bid.. p. 11.
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within a normal range but are lower than math performance and
aptitude. This math ability is ordinarily significantly higher
than verbal ability and often leads to choice of vocation in

fields which build their foundation upon these skills (engineers,
mathematicians, and technical scientists). The path of least
resistance is habitually chosen and default selection of vocation
often occurs.

The team lead by Carl Delacato has concluded that

language problems are continuous, successive levels of develop
ment and that an individual must move from one level to the next

in order to achieve complete communication function. Difficulty
at any level of this development is the result of difficulty at
the equivalent parallel level of neurological organization.

^^Ibid.. pp. 11-12.

CHAPTER II

DEVELOPMENT OF NEUROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION

There are six major levels of neurological organization

which parallel the development of communication functions.

The

first of these stages is the medullary level vdiich is character

ized by total reflex synergy or actions.

In normal development,

this stage begins during gestation and is present through birth
until approximately sixteen weeks of age,
y

The second stage in the development of neurological

organization is the level of pons.

It includes the tonic neck

reflex which occurs prior to birth and is present until about

20 weeks of age. Turning of the head flexes the arm and the

leg in the direction toward which the head is turned. It also
includes crawling in which the body remains in contact with the
floor.

This crawling is done in homolateral fashion with the

arm and leg on the same side flexed and the arm and leg on the
other side extended.

If an older child is well organized at

the level of pons, he will sleep in a homolateral position while
on his stomach,

A left handed child should turn his head and

flex his arm and leg to the right,, while a right handed child
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should turn his head and flex his arm and leg to the left.

At this level of development, a child uses both of his

ears and his eyes independently and alternately.^'^
The third level in the development of neurological
organization is the mid-brain stage.

This stage is characterized

by creeping or moving in a cross pattern fashion with the stomach
25

off the floor.

This is the time when a child is able to use

functions from both sides of the body (visual and auditory) in
concert.

He is able to grasp and manipulate and to integrate

many formerly separated receptive and expressive functions.
The fourth level is that of early cortical function,

which occurs during the period of about one year to eighteen
months of age.

This is the period when elementary sensations

of touch, pressure, heat, and cold are received directly. There
is discrimination between stimuli, and recognition of stimuli

objects.

Bilateral activites show increased proficiency and

paralateral (use of hands and arms independently of feet and

legs) activity begins. The child masters walking, moving his
legs in a cross pattern independent of his arms, which are above

his head or out at his side.

Fusion of two sound receptions

received simultaneously by two ears begins and there is a growing
fondness of music.

Fusion of two separate visual perceptions

25
'
'^^Pictures
of sleeping patterns appear in Appendix,
p. 40,

^^Delacato, Speech and Reading Problems, pp. 48-52.
2S
'^-'Pictures
of cross pattern creeping appear in

Appendix, p. 41.
26

Delacato, Speech and Reading Problems, pp. 52-56.
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received by two eyes into one cortical impression also begins.
This is called stereopsis and is prerequisite to proceeding to
deal with visual symbols,

The fifth level is near completion of neurological organ

ization. This is a stage of painfully slow progression, spanning
the period of about eighteen months to eight years of age. It is
characterized by walking bilaterally in a cross pattern manner,28
stereopsis, stereophonic hearing, ability to oppose finger and
thumb dexterously, and fairly sophisticated bilateral manual

dexterity.29

The sixth, and final, level in the development of

neurological organization is establishment of laterality and

hemispheric dominance. This stage progresses through the period
of about three to eight years and is almost complete at seven
years of age. During this time, the two hemispheres of the
cortex develop differentiated functions, one becoming dominant

and the other becoming sub-dominant. Brain injury or inadequate
sub-cortical organization both result in difficulty in the
establishment of hemispheric dominance. Sideness begins with
hand choice and is followed by eye, foot, and ear choice.

If a

child is well organized, this choice will result in uniform one

sidedness. Final lateral development takes place at from five to
eight years of age.

^^Ibid.. pp. 56-62.
28

Pictures of cross pattern walking appear in

Appendix, p. 42.
29

Delacato, Speech and Reading Problems, pp. 62-63.
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It is interesting to note that tonal and music activities
change sometime during the fourth to the sixth year of age.

At

this time, emphasis is on tonal variations with more intrinsic

rhythmic patterns and more obvious rhythm.

This is an indicator

of the process of the establishment of tonal sidedness, where the
dominant cortical hemisphere controls sound skills and the subdominant hemisphere controls tonal activity.
make this tonal adjustment.

Stutterers never

They are caught at a mid-point of

organization with both cortical hemispheres in balance and,
on

therefore, in conflict.

Hence, they stutter.

Many cultural practices used in child rearing are con

trary to well developed neurological organization of children.
Due to cultural ignorance, we place infants in positions and

types of clothing which make sequential development impossible.
Clothing and shoes often encumber the infant, greatly limiting

his natural mobility development.

Mobility is further limited

by the practice of placing babies in play pens, infant seats,
jump seats, high chairs, and walkers.

Current feeding practices can also inhibit an infant's

development.

Bottle feeding generally results in continually

holding the child in one arm and feeding with the other.

Unless the baby is alternated from one side to the other when
fed, its arm and leg on one side are constantly restricted and

the eyes are drawn to one side exclusively.

Breast fed babies

are, of necessity, changed from side to side, eliminating these

^^Ibid., pp. 63-67.
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constant restrictions.

Aware parents who wish to bottle feed

their infant, will change the baby from side to side at alternate
feedings.

Premature use of utensils (spoon or fork) can also be

detrimental to the infant's development. A baby at this stage
needs practice in using both of his hands and his eyes coopera
tively.

This can best be accomplished if he is allowed to feed

himself, using both hands in concert.

Another great error in the rearing of children is the
tendency to further accelerate the very rapid development of
the first year of life.

As parents succeed in pushing a child

to walk and talk, they are interfering with the quality of
neurological organization which the child will achieve.
Delacato states that he has seen

many children who were encouraged to walk long before they
were neurologically ready to walk. Since they could not,
as a result of pushing, complete the mid-brain stage of
organization they invariably presented some problem of
bilaterality, binocularity, general smoothness of coordin

ation, or the inability to integrate receptive or express
ive functions well.^^

Opportunity for norrnal use appears to be the key to
proper childhood development.

This was evident when Doman and

Delacato traveled to the deep interior of Africa in order to find

out whether or not primitive tribes of people, who had been from

necessity restricted from creeping and crawling on the ground,
would show evidence of lack of communication skills.

These

tribes had only rudimentary speech skills and no written language.

^^Ibid.. pp. 59-60.
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All adults who spend time with children must be aware and

must help in every way possible, the very slow moving progress of
children from ages one to eight years of age.

Adults must be

aware of and help the development of exclusive sidedness, the
area where children can be accelerated toward more complete neuro
logical organization.

■.•r

CHAPTER III

DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

There are very simple ways to diagnose any child's level

of neurological development. At the area of pons, a child's

organization can be checked by observing and altering his sleep
pattern.32 While a child sleeps on his stomach, an adult can

alter the child's sleep pattern by turning his head to the oppo
site direction.

If a child is well organized, one of the follow

ing should happen;

1, as the head is turned, the child's body configuration
should reverse and he should remain asleep
2,

the child should resist and return his head to the

original position, remaining asleep
3,

the child should awaken.

If the child allows his head to be turned, and his body
configuration fails to change, and he does not awaken; it can
be assumed that this child is not well organized at the level of
33
pons.
32

Description of correct sleep pattern was previously
explained. Pictures of this pattern appear in Appendix, p, 40

^^Delacato, Speech and Reading Problems, p, 83,
19
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Most childiren who can walk without aid and who are not

brain injured are above the level of the spinal cord, medulla,
and pons.

Those who are not organized at these low levels are

usually severely disabled. The majority of children with speech
3T^d reading problems have some inadequacy of neurological organ~
ization at the level of mid-brain.

Adequacy at the mid-brain level can be checked several

ways. One of the most prevalent is to observe a child's pattern '

of creeping. Proper creeping is done in a cross-pattern manner,
with the opposite hand and foot striking the floor simultaneously.
The head should turn slightly toward the forward hand. Hands should

be pialm down and flat, with the fingers pointing straight ahead.
This process should be smooth and synergistic.

A child at this level should be capable of visual yoking

(eyes functioning in concert). This may be checked by asking the
child to fixate on a target. Shine a beam of light toward the
eyes. This beam should be reflected in the eyes at the same dis
tance from each of the pupils.

Visual yoking can also be checked by the "cover test".

Have the child fixate on the examiner's nose and cover one eye
with his hand. After ten seconds have elapsed, ask the child to

uncover his eye and observe the lateral or vertical adjustment of

his eye when it is uncovered. Follow the same procedure for the
opposite eye. If the child is well organized, the adjustment
should not be obvious.

Children who are well organized at this level should be

able to react to gestural and tonal directions and to produce all
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of the sound components which make up their natural language

spontaneously.^^
Basic diagnosis of laterality and cortical development

can be achieved by use of the Delacato Test Summary Sheet.
More comprehensive diagnostic procedures can be made at each level
of organization if any doubt remains as to a child's level of
development.

When considering speech and reading disabilities, it

should always be kept in mind that treatment procedures are syn
onymous with prevention procedures.

It is also important to

remember that the objective of remedial teaching is to place a

child in a normal and independent learning situation as quickly
as possible.

This should be done as soon as the child can

possibly survive on his own in his ovm classroom situation.
A pre-remedial program generally lasts from four to

twenty weeks, with reevaluation administered every four to six
weeks.

During this period, all speech and reading instruction

should be discontinued unless this places the child in an
embarrassing position with his peers.

If the latter seems appar

ent, the child may continue with instruction, but pressure and
stress should be removed.

Treatment should always begin at the

level indicated by diagnosis.

Exceptions to this rule are six

to eight year olds who can not decide on laterality.

These •

^^Ibid., pp. 86-87.
O C

or

The Delacato Test Summary Sheet appears in Appendix, p. 54,

f®sts for visual, auditory, tactile, mobility, language
and manual competence appear in Appendix, pp. 43-48.
*
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children should start treatment at the mid-brain level.

Stutter

ers fxrofit from re-enforcement of bilateral functions. In school,
when space is limited, the child should go through crawling
motions on a mat in a stationary position.
At the mid-brain level, treatment should involve four

major areas of development; mobile development, visual develop

ment, music and tonal discrimination, and speech development.^^
Mobile development can be treated by slow and accurate

growth of cross-pattern creeping ability. The opposite hand and

knee must strike the floor at the same time. VThen this is mastered,
the child should rotate his head slightly with each step and look
at the forward hand as it strikes the floor. iN/hen this process is
smooth, the following refinements should be practiced:

1. knees lifted between each step, but feet dragged
along, remaining in constant contact with the floor

2. knees never allowed to cross (they must move forward
in two parallel lines)

3.

hands pointed forward and palms flat

4.

head and neck must turn - it is not sufficient to
have eyes rotate from hand to hand.

•

Knees should always be protected, as bruises are possible with
continued practice.

Treatment should last from ten minutes to

one hour each day, according to the severity of the difficulty.
In regular preventive school programs, three or four periods of
fifteen minutes each week should be sufficient.

37

Delacato, Speech and Reading; Problems, pp. 110-113.
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Initial visual development is treated by turning the head

in cross-pattern creeping. Yoking can be developed by visual

pursuit of a moving target with both eyes simultaneously. This
should be held in the child's own hand (alternate for those

with no preferred hand) and moved in circular, horizontal, verti
cal and oblique patterns. These movements should be large enough
so that the child must move his head to keep them in view. As

yoking is established and pursuit is smooth and efficient, place
the target in someone else's hand and proceed as above. Treat
ment should last for one mxnute only and be given three or four
times a day for approximately one month.

Music and tonal discrimination and memory should be

treated in several ways. The child should have ample opportunity
to listen to music, especially primitive, folk-type melodies,
which are most effective.

Vocal records are superior to instru

mental records for development of early tonal memory and audi
tory discrimination.

Every child should be allowed a minimura

of three or four, ten minute periods each week.
Every child should also have experience with much talk

ing and reading aloud by an adult. V/hile the adult is reading

aloud, the child should look away from the reader. It may help
to give the child paper and crayons and allow him to draw while
listening.

The television set can also be used to help a child
develop music and tonal discrimination.

The sound should be

reduced slowly until it is barely audible while the child watches

a clear picture. This can be alternated at different times by
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making the sound loud and clear while the picture is somewhat
dark or hazy.

Games which require sounds and the memory of sounds are
extremely helpful to the development of auditory discrimination.
All forms of speech development at this level (articula

tion problems, delayed speech, and difficulty with phonic ele
ments in reading) profit sufficiently from the activities cited

above under music and tonal discrimination and memory.
All games using large balls which require use of two
hands and games which require use of both feet should be encour
aged.

Success at this stage of mid-brain development is

characterized by smooth, synergic bimanual, bipedal, binaural,
and binocular activities. Hyperactive children who achieve
success tend to become calmer and more attentive and their

distractibility decreases significantly.
Treatment at the cortical level also involves four

major areas of development: mobile development, auditory develop

ment, large muscle development,and visual development.^®
Mobile development at this level is achieved by perfect
ing cross pattern walking activities. The child steps off with
either foot and points at that foot with the opposite hand.
This pattern is then repeated with the opposite foot and hand.

The upper body should be turned slightly from the waist toward
the forward foot. l-Jhen this is smooth, teach the child to look

at the forward hand as he uses it to point to the opposite foot.

^^Ibid.. pp. 113-122.
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When this process is smooth, the following refinements should be
practiced;

1.

practice in bare feet

2. legs must not cross (they must move forward in two
parallel lines)
3.

toe out slightly

4.

vary speed of walking during practice sessions

5.

make certain the child rotates his head, neck, and
eyes toward the forward hand v7ith each step

6.

with each step have the child fixate his eyes on
the forward hand while maintaining visual conscious
;

ness of the foot below that hand.

Practice sessions should last for ten minutes daily.

Those who

are having difficulty with mastery should practice at a slow
trot or practice on an incline or hill.
Much auditory development takes place when children are
allowed a great deal of discussion at the peer group level.

The stutter is the most significant language dysfunction

at this stage.

As explained previously this is the result of

lack of hemispheric dominance, "Above, pp, 10 and 16",

The

stuttering child who especially enjoys music should begin a
gradual process of deletion of music from his environment.

This

should be replaced with story telling records, choral speaking,

rhythmic activities and poetry.

At this level the child is be

coming ready to establish hemispheric dominance.

When this is

accomplished stuttering ceases and music is relegated to a subdominant role and can then be reintroduced to the child's
environment.
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Any form of play activity which requires use of the large
muscle group is helpful in large muscle development and coordina
tion,

Play should be of the free-play type with varied functional

experiences in which the child can begin to make early and tenta
tive choices in sidedness.

Visual development at this stage involves a child's
adjustment to his relationship in space and in the world about

him.

This includes variations in distance and seeing in the third

dimension.
play.

Most of this learning can take place through normal

Games with balls that vary distances and discriminations

of targets at far and near points are helpful; as are running,
jumping, and other general play activities.
greater difficulty should do pushups,

Those children with

A child might also hold a

visual target in his hand at arms length,

labile fixating on

this target, he should very slowly bring it closer to his face.
Looking at targets at varying distances on command is
excellent practice,

A teacher might make up a game in which she

names an object and the children look at it.

It is also important that the child leam to sustain

near-point vision without stress or fatigue.

Near-point activ

ities include model building, crayoning, and writing.

At this stage of development, it is helpful to have a
visual evaluation of the child by the school nurse or a doctor.

At the stage of development of cortical hempispheric
dominance, all tonality should be deleted from a child's envi

ronment,^^ The child should stop listening to music in all
39Ibid,.

pp, 123-132,
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forms until hemispheric dominance is established. Television may
be allowed if the sound is turned down so that it is barely audi

ble and the television has a bright, clear picture. For a period
of two to three weeks the child may become noisy in an effort to
produce sound to which he can listen. As this starvation period
ends, the child's behavior pattern becomes quieter and he is more
able to pay attention and leam in an unstimulated environment.
Three to five percent of all children are considered

monotones.

These children do not enjoy music and are not able

to carry a tune.

These children must return to the mid-brain

level and master the aspects of tonality before they proceed as
above.

By this stage, a child's sleep pattern should conform
with his sidedness.

Footedness can be treated by use of the dominant foot in

kicking, in stepping off to walk or run, in balancing, and in
hurdling objects. If a child experiences difficulty with this
treatment, he might spend his indoor time with his shoe on his
sub-dominant foot and his dominant foot bare.

A child could

practice picking up small objects with his dominant foot while

barefoot and also while wearing stockings. A trainer may have a
child trace sandpaper letters and rough objects with his dominant

foot and try to recognize them without looking. In extreme
cases, a trainer may have the child hold a pencil in the toes

of his dominant foot and copy simple figures, the alphabet, and
numerals.
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Handedness can be encouraged by feeling, tracing sandpaper
pictures and letters, copying figures on a large blackboard, and

using large crayons.

Games which require the use of one hand as

the skilled hand and the other hand as the assistive hand are

helpful.

Bilateral activities such as piano, drums, models, and

handed games should be discouraged.

Certain skills should be

taught with what will become the dominant hand; throwing, cutting,
using scissors, handling tools, brushing teeth, combing hair,
reaching, picking up small objects, gesturing, and finally writ

ing,^^ VJhen learning to write, a child should do all preliminary
work at a standing blackboard.

He should be taught to make large

letters and niomerals at least six inches high.

When these are

perfected, the size should be diminished until the letters are

done fairly well at about two inches high.

The child should then

use paper and pencil and practice until the size has gradually
diminished to fit the lines of the paper.

Predominance of one eye over the other is usually well
established by eight years of age.

If not, treatment should

begin with far-point fixation practice.

Have the child wink his

sub-dominant eye and look at a far-point object monocularly.

The

child may also sight at far-point objects both monocularly and

binocularly by looking through telescopes and appertures such as
paper towel rolls.

'^Opictufes of throwing properly appear in Appendix,
pp. 49 and 50,

'^Ipictures of far-point and near point sighting appear
in Appendix, p. 51.
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Near-point fixation can be practiced by use of microscopes

and by games which require near-point sighting. Head position
when writing is very important to near-point development. A right
handed child should be taught to rotate his head slightly toward
the left and tilt it slightly toward the left when writing. This
places the predominant eye in the most advantages axis for seeing.
The opposite position should be taught to left handed children.^2

Paper should be tilted at a forty-five degree angle and this angle
should conform with the child's sidedness. The proper distance

for near-point work is important and can be easily determined by
the child. IiJhen a child makes a fist, the proper distance for
near-point v^ork is the length from the child's elbow to the first

knuckle of his fist. The child can easily accommodate to this

distance by placing his elbow on his work and adjusting his head
so that his eye level is at the first knuckle of his fist.

Additional training for eyedness can very easily be done
by a very simple process of filtering. Have the child hold a

small piece of red acetate over his sub-dominant eye and write
with a matching red pencil. The sub-dominant eye will be unable
to see the writing through the red filter and only the dominant
eye will be exercised.

Inexpensive sunglasses frames could be

fitted with the red filter for either eye for easier utilization.

/O

^"^Pictures of correct writing positions appear in

Appendix, p. 52.
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The Delacato program advocates five sequential methods
for teaching speech and reading.
teach whole words conceptually.

The first of these, is to
These whole words should arise

from the child's own experiences. Children will leam to say or
read whole words if the whole words have meaning for them. As
a child begins to master whole words at the speech or reading
level, move on to a more detailed rank.

The second method is contextual learning whereby the
child is helped to recognize words by learning their relation
ships to other words and to the sense of the sentence.

This mode

gives the child greater mastery in word attack and increases his

comprehension and mastery of word meaning.

The third method is structural analysis.

In speech,

this involves global study of saying words and consciousness of

small meaningful word components which make up our words. In
reading, emphasis is on breaking up large words into smaller
components.

Children are also taught configurational cues to

word analysis.

A child v\?ho has difficulty with reading needs

much practice in learning configurational variations.

He will

tend to be able to learn large words with varied configuration,
but will have trouble mastering small words because of their lack
of configuration variation.

The fourth method is phonetic analysis or presentation
of the phonetic elements of speech and reading.

A teacher should

start with the skills and introduce consonants first.

As the

consonants are mastered, the teacher should introduce vowel sounds

^^Delacato, Speech and Reading Problems, pp. 132-134.
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This should be done slowly with minimal emphasis on the techniques
involved. It should be kept in mind that phonics is an aid to
reading and should not be mastered as a body of knowledge. It is a

set of skills which should be used as an aid in the mastering pro
cess of speech and reading.

The fifth mode is to repeat the above process. A child
moves from conceptual wholes to smaller components and certain
masteries occur. Ivfhen the child reaches a plateau, begin the vdiole
process again.

The technique is learning wholes, to contextural

learning, to structural analysis, to phonetic analysis, back to
learning by wholes, and repetition of the entire process. As
reading is mastered, the cycle from whole word learning to phonetic
analysis becomes larger and longer.

During the early period of reading instruction, size of
reading materials should be as large as possible.

This minimizes

visual stress.

All verbal and experiential discussion of early reading

should be done aloud. Oral reading should always be preceded by
silent reading and should always be done in whispers.
Reading instruction should always be accompanied*with

writing instruction dealing with the same v^ords.

to re-enforce reading mastery.

Writing tends

Writing properly tends to re-

enforce the establishment of cortical hemispheric dominance.

Pro

per writing positions should always be stressed and lined paper
should always be used.
A child's writing samples should be retained so that he
can see his progress.
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Spelling should be introduced when a child achieves an

early third grade level in reading.

Early spelling involves the

ability to read and to know the meaning of a word.

Early mastery

should be rote learning in which the child memorizes the word.

When the child has mastered approximately one hundred spelling
words, spelling rules may be introduced.

We have gone into our educational systems, we have looked
critically at our teachers, we revise our books, we

invent teaching machines, we constantly experiment - all
in an effort to increase the himan ability to speak, read,
and write,'^^

Educators have exhausted a fruitless search into techniques and
methods for teaching language communication,

now reduced to the manipulation of minutiae,
impatient with this search.

causes.

"This search is

The public is

The new trend is to seek basic

This search must center upon the development of the

child and not upon the development of systems of teaching.

Only

after the central problem is solved will the child be able to

profit from instruction.

If this central problem is caused by a

lack in the nervous system, it can not be solved by more or less
phonics, more or less discussion, or more or less psychological
environment.
tem,

It must be solved by dealing with the nervous sys

As we leam more about the development and function of the

nervous system, we will become better able to overcome problems

of communication and move toward the next significant step 
prevention.

^^Ibid.. p, 174.

^^Ibid,, p. 174,

CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The Delacato approach to reading problems has received

both enthusiastic support and enthusiastic criticism.

Supporters

expound the news that "the truth" has been learned at last.
These supporters include doctors, public health officials, ther
apists, educators, and parents.
upon further proof.

Critics are skeptical and insist

These critics are, for the most part,

doctors and educators.

The greatest condemnation of the program by doctors and
educators is that it is based upon the previously discussed
biological theory of evolution.

Since evolution is only theory,

and since this theory is objectionable to many, it is a contro
versial basis upon which to found any program.

Disregarding the

fact that evolution is still speculation, there is little reason

to either assume or refute the assumption that the physiological
development of man in any way resembles this process.

The most

basic premise of Carl Delacato is clearly based upon the general
ization that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny, a theory which can

not be tested, proved, or disproved at this point in history.
33
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Many doctors have been critical because they feel that
Delacato's theory is based upon an oversimplified explanation of
neurological organization which can not be proved.

The theory is alleged to be of xiniversal applicability,
but is largely based upon questionable and over
simplified concepts of hemispheric dominance
Delacato utilizes mobility functioning as a clinical index of
neurological organization. Neurological organization, how

ever, implies a concomitant change in cognitive functioning,
not simply imp;rovement in creeping and crawling.
Delacato would answer Dr. Kershner quite concisely and inform
him that concomitant change in cognitive functioning does occur.

Delacato asserts that, as a child leams to creep and crawl, he

becomes organized neurologically and advances through parallel

equivilant stages of language development, making concomitant

change in cognitive functioning. Here, again, is theory which
has not been proved to be either valid or fallacious.

Anthropologists have denounced Delacato for his explana
tion of the lack of written language in some native tribes.

They

believe that this is attributed to cultural and anthropological
differences rather than to restrictions upon creeping and cravjl

ing."^^ Cultural and anthropological differences are certainly
powerful variables. However, the fact remains that creeping and
'^^Jilliam M. Cruickshank, "Doman and Delacato's Treat
ment of Neurologically Handicappjed Children." The Excei^ticnal
Children, 35, (Washington. D.C.: Council for Exceptional Child
ren, N.E.A., Summer, 1968;, p. 93.

^^John R. Kershner, "Doman and Delacato^s Theory of
Neurological Organization Applied with Retarded Children", The
Exceptional Children, 34, (Washington, D.C.; Council for

Exceptional Children, N.E.A., Fall, 1968), p. 448.
^^Cruickshank, "Neurologically Handicapped Children", p. 94,
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crawling had been inhibited in the tribal cultures studies by
Doman and Delacato.

Further studies are necessary to determine

the reliability of a cause-effect assumption.

There has also been some condemnation of reported support
ive research.

Some controlled studies of the Doman and Delacato claims

V7ith respect to reading have been carried out and have

shovTn no benefit,^^
,,e2:pei-iraental treatment appeared to have a facilitat
ing eff
Sect upon the intellectual development of children
rt:T m'nai"f^d in experimental group
cn-onn finf-i
iri f-i o.q.jD
who participated
activities,
••

This criticism is weakened by the fact that it fails to cite the

specific studies which back up this condemnation,
Cruickshank also takes issue v/ith Doman and Delacato

over current child rearing practices,

"Without supporting data,

Doman and Delacato have indicated many typical child-rearing

practices as limiting a child^s potential, increasing thereby
the anxiety of already burdened and confused parents,

today's parents "burdened and confused"?

Are

Their life styles

and values may be new, but it remains to be proved that they are
burdened and confused about child care, growth, and development,
Cruickshank's description of today's parents of young children

may be inaccm'ate and misleading.

Although Cruickshank is

correct in stating that there is no supporting data regarding
assertions about child rearing practices, there is also no

Ibid,, p. 94,

SOi^ershner, "R.etarded Children", p, 448,
51Cruickshank, "Neurologically Handicapped Children", p, 93,
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supporting data to disprove Delacato^s premise.
made by Doman and Delacato are not complex.

The suggestions

Most parents of

young children would willingly engage in the proposed practices
as a precautionary measure, if there is even a very remote
possibility that this might help the physical and mental develop

ment of their children.

Parents want their children to exper

ience success in reading.
Many boys are deprived of this experience.

There should

be some very pertinent reason for the glaring fact that boys
suffer from reading disabilities or a four to one ratio over
girls,

Delacato refers to this fact and gives the rather non

chalant, weak explanation that boys are less healthy than girls
during early childhood and are more likely to have run high
fevers and suffered from other illnesses which can interfere
CO

with proper neurological oi-ganization,-^'^
More recent research findings indicate that there are
other significant factors which may influence the boy-girl ratio,

MeNemar discovered that purported sex differences in mental ability

are probably the result of the content of tests rather than of
real differences in ability,

Rotter found that sex preconcep

tions influence a teacher's evaluation and perception and can

■^^Delacato, New Start, p, 5,

^^Quinn McNemar, The Prevision of the Stanford-Binet
Scale; An Analysis of the Standardization Data, (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co,, 1942), p, 185,
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result in differential treatment.

The studies of Harris, Hoyt,

and Tuddenahra conclude that the apparent higher achievement of

girls over boys probably reflects differences in role expectations

imposed by society rather than biological differences.^^*
Gates, Prescott, and Wozencroft confirmed this supposition in

independent studies which suggest that commonly reported sex
differences favoring girls in reading may be largely due to en
vironmental influence, including classroom instruction and mater
ials, and are not inherent,

While role expectations might influence natural motor,

visual, auditory, and speech development, the question still
remains as to whether more boys than girls are neurologically

disorganized. This query can only be answered by extensively

testing boys and girls to determine the degree of nexirological

organization present in each sex, but establishing a sex differ
entation ratio, and by comparing this ratio with established
54George S. Rotter, "The Effect of Sex Identification

Upon Teacher Eva,luation of Pupils", Educational Research Infor
mation Center. (U.S.A»: U.S. Department of Health, Education and
VJelfare/Office of Education, April, 1967), ED 013793, pp. 96-97.

55Dale B. Harris, "Measurement of Responsibility in
Children", Child Development. (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1955") 25, pp. 21-28.
56Donald P. Hoyt, "Prediction of College Success",
Encyclopedia of Education» (United States of /\merica: The Macmillan

Company and The Free Press, 1971), pp. 227-233.
57Read D. Tuddenham, "Studies in Reputation", Psycho
logical Monogram. (Washington, D.C.: Araerican Psychological
Association, 1951), No. 333, p. 58.

^^George A. Prescott, "Sex Differences in Metropolitan
Readiness Test P^esults", Journal of Education Research. (Washington,
D.C.: American Psychological Association, 1955), 48, pp. 605-610.
59Marian Wozencroft, "Sex Comparisons of Certain Abilities",
Journal of Education Research. (Washington, D.C.: American Psycho

logical Association, 1963), pp. 21-27.
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achievement performance sex difference ratios.

In order to prove

or refute Delacato's assiamptions about male reading disabilities,
this problem must be given serious consideration in future research.

An outstanding weakness in the program, in this author's

of^inion, is evident in Delacato's definition and explanation of

language dysfunctions "Above, pp. 9-12".

In stating that the

six areas of communication dysfunction are each one a continuous

successive sequential degree (dependent one upon the other) of
neurological organization, he fails to explain those cases where
a child might, for instance, be a retarded reader, but also be

a very capable handwriter.

These levels might well be varying

degrees of dysfunction, but many children might prove that they
are not inseparably, successively sequential.

observed such cases over the years.

Teachers have

It is interesting to con

template why such children have not come to the attention of

Doman and Delacato.

Is it possible that such children are not

disabled to a degree severe enough to warrant referral to reading
clinics?

Are these stages always observable in cases of severe

disability, but not necessarily continuously successive sequen
tial processes?

The bulk of study and research done by Delacato

has exclusively involved upper-middle and upper class children

with severe reading disabilities.

One can't help but wonder

whether or not the same results would be forthcoming if the study
and research involved middle, lower class, and bilingual children.

Are bilingual children who suffer from severe language incapacity
neurologically disorganized?
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Further, what results might be ascertained if all children
were tested, not just those with severe reading disabilities?

How

many successful readers are unable to creep and crawl properly?
Do some stutterers read adequately?

Do some successful readers

exhibit mixed dominance characteristics. Do some good spellers
and handwriters read quite poorly?

spell poorly?
writers?

Do some very successful readers

Are some very good spellers and readers illegible

These are but several of many questions vi/hich remain

unanswered.

Much study and research has already been done by Glenn
Doman and Carl Delacato and more has been planned for the future.

The Rehabilitation Center at Philadelphia has grown to encompass

a large network of institutions.^^ Still, many people who work
with children are not avi/are of this approach to communication

problems and of the message being delivered by Carl Delacato;
All human beings who do not suffer from genetic imbal
ance are capable of achieving skill in speaking, read
ing, and writing.

Dysfunction of these skills is the

result of varying degrees of neurological organization
which can be diagnosed, treated and ideally prevented.

^^A diagram of the Institutes for the Achievement of
Human Potential appears in Appendix, p. 55,
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VISUAL COMPETENCE

VII

Okay - 2nd grade vocabulary and comprehension level on a
P test and can add and subtract simple digits
Poor - Can recognize 5 words out of 6 or 7 on flashcards
and 5 or 6 simple digits

VI

Okay - Consistent ability to identify familiar abstract

symbols (alphabet, geometric figures, nmbers, etc.)
Poor - Inconsistent ability to identify familiar abstract

sjmibols (letters, numbers, squares, circle,
triangle, etc.)
V

Okay - Consistent ability to recognize familiar pictures, etc.
Poor - Inconsistent ability to recognize familiar pictures,
etc.

IV

Okay

Poor

Out
Divergent strabismus

(right, left or
alternating)
2"
Mild

5"
Moderate

Severe

10';'
Severe

Moderate

Mild

Conv, Strab.

(right, left

or alt.)
5"

10"
Out

III

20"
15 in Poor

Okay - Normal vision of small objects and details and
can follow light vertically

Poor - Anything between "II Okay" and "III Okay" (liay
reflect severe bilateral strabismus or very poor

acuity)
II

Okay - Can see and follow light consistently and smoothly
in the horizaontal plane
Poor - Can fixate consistently or inconsistently on a
horizontal plane but cannot follow a light
consistently and smoothly in the horizontal plane.

I

Okay - Constriction norxaal in amount and speed
Poor - Abnormal constriction in amoiont and/or speed
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AUDITORY CO^iPETENCE

VII

Okay - All of "VI Okay" Plus: seasons, months, days,
holidays (time sequencing), multi-step commands,
telling time by the minute

85% recall of 2nd grade story
Poor - Anything betv?een "VI Okay" and "VII Okay"

VI

Okay - All of "VI Poor" Plus: 1. today, yesterday and
tomorrov?.

2. 3-step commands.

3. Ax^areness of

being talked about, 4, At least 2 of follox^ng:
a. right and left
b. categories
c. before and after

5. 85% recall of 1st grade story
Poor - Understands simple time concepts (now 6s later);
can follox7 a 2-step command; can make a simple deal

V

Okay - Consistent understanding of 10-25 words, and two
x^ord couplets

Poor - Consistent understanding of 10-25 words only
IV

III

Okay - Consistent xonderstanding of at least 2 words
Poor - Consistent xanderstanding of 1 word only

Okay - Responds appropriately to all meaningful sounds
Poor - Responds appropriately to some meaningful sounds,
(e.g. parents voice)

II

Okay - Responds appropriately to threatening soxands
Poor - Responds poorly to threatening soxands

I

Okay - Appropriate startle reflex

Persists - "mild" - continues indefinitely with mild reflex

(eye X7ink) and/or eye movement
"moderate" - continues indefinitely with moderate
reflex (slight body movement)
"severe" - continues indefinitely with severe

reflex (violent body movement)
Out - no observable bodily response to sudden loud noise
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TACTILE COMPETENCE

Test each level on both sides, both upper and lower extremities,

trunk etc. where appropriate.

Indicate discrepancies on profile

and/or evaluation sheet.

VII

Okay - Can identify heads and tails of a penny consistently
by feel alone bilaterally
Poor - Can identify cloth by tescture and/or coins by size
by feel alone

VI

Okay - Can identify consistently miniature similar objects
by feel alone
Poor - Can identify, consistently, miniature, dissimilar
objects by feel alone

V

Okay - Can identify medium sized (smaller than palm of
hand) consistently be feel alone
Poor - Can identify objects larger than hand by feel
alone - laterality can be noted at this level

IV

Okay - Turns pages of book, etc. normally
Poor - Only vaguely aware of paper on a flat surface by
feel

III

Okay - Appropriate response to touching, tickling, rubbing,
etc. over entire body

Poor - "Hypo" - "Hyper" reactions to touching, tickling,
rubbing, etc. anytdiere on body

II

Okay - Appropriate reaction to pinch over entire body
including heel cord - "Hypo" - "Hyper" reaction
to pinch an3nwhere on body

I

Okay - Present from birth to 1 year of age
Not present after 1 year of age
Persi-sts - Note for children over 1 year of age
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MOBILITY

(Overhead Ladder, Rolling, Somersaults)
VII

Okay - Both hopping and skipping with good coordination
and balance indicate laterality
Poor - Either hopping or skipping xd.th poor balance and
coordination

VI

V

Okay - Both walking and running in good cross pattern
Poor - Walking and/or running in poor cross pattern

Okay - Walking with hands below waist but notsmnging freely
Poor - Walking with hands at v/aist level or higher for
balance

IV

Okay - At least si2c steps xirithout falling and not in the
process of falling, - arms usxaally at or above
shoulder height

Poor - Less than & steps or 6 steps taken in the process
of falling

III

Okay - Good cross pattern creep
Poor - Forward movement but less than a "good, cross
pattern"

II

Okay - Good, cross-pattern crax^rl, including supination
Poor - Forward movement but less than a "good, crosspattern"

I

Okay - Normal movement - of body, limbs and head

Poor - Restricted or abnormal or mcont-rolled (including
spasticity and rigidity) movement - of any part
of body.
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LANGUAGE

VII

Okay - Complete vocabulary, sentence structure, and
organization of thought for approscimately 2nd
grade level regularly speaking in 10-12 word
simple comple2c and compound sentences

Poor - Anything between "VI Okay" and "VII Okay" 
organization and structure, language comparable
to a 1st grader

VI

Okay - 5-7 word simple and appropriate sentences, used
consistently and XTith a good articulation

Poor - Anything between "V Olcay" and "VI Okay" - (mark
poor articulation when indicated)

V

Okay - 10 or more v/ords and 2 word couplets used consistently
and appropriately

Poor - 10 or more words used consistently and appropriately
IV

Okay - T;-70 words of speech used consistently and
appi-opriately

Poor - Anything betv^een "III Okay" and "IV Okay"
III

Okay - Good tonality \7ith good ability to indicate mood
Poor - Poor tonality vTith some ability to indicate mood 
indicate aberrations such as monotone as poor

II

Okay - Normal cry response - easy to discriminate between
moods by soTjnd of cry, coos, etc.
Poor - Difficult to discriminate between "fear" and
"contentment" cries

I

Okay - Normal cry in volume, tone, etc.
Poor - Cries - but poorly
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MANUAL COMPETENCE

VII

Okay - Writing spontaneously at 2nd grade level of form and
organization (printing or cursive)
Poor - Printing or VTriting spontaneously full name and 1 word
or first name and two words

VI

Okay - Foiir out of 5 of below consistently done well
Poor - At least 2 of below done well or 3 done poorly

(1, pouring, 2. scremng, imscremng, 3. button

ing, unbuttoning, 4. zipping, 5. tying shoes)
V

Okay - Consistently good simultaneous cortical opposition
bilaterlly (motion test)
Poor - Cortical opposition bilaterally and almost

simultaneously and/or inconsistently

IV

Okay - Good cortical opposition, using tip of thxrnib and
finger, in both hands (motion test)
Poor - Cortical opposition present but inefficient cortical
opposition in either hand

(Mark "flat" v/hen uses whole bottom stirface of last joint
of thumb and finger)

III

Okay - Good prehensile grasp mth both hands
Poor - Prehensile grasp is present but inefficient in
either hand

II

Okay - Good vital release with both hands
Poor - Vital release is present but inefficient in either
hand

I

Okay - Good grasp reflex

Poor - Grasp reflex present but not erficient and/or
consistent
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12. Right-handed throwing; see pages 141
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Figure 7. Copied from
Deiacato, New Start, p. 118
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p. 119
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16. Left-handed throwing; see pages 141-142.

Figure 9. Copied from Deiacato,
New Start, p. 120
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8. Eyedncss: Far-point sighting (both eyes at a distance); sec page 117.
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9. Eyedness: Near-point sighting (near vision); see page 118.

Figure 10. Copied from Delacato,
Net7 Start, p. 116
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.''miuo 15. llii.s is the proper jjaper anisic lor the right handed writer.
,'rhe iaee is rotated sliglitiv toward the left liand and the head is tilted

dightly toward the lelt shoulder, placing llie right eye in its most ad
vantageous position for seeing.

' .«' ,

Figure 11. Copied from

Deiacato, Speech and
Reading Problems, p. 98

r

rv

Fieure 16. The ritrht handed child, when \icwed from the rear, tilts t

head to the left of the spine, placing tlie right eye in its most advantageo
position for seeing.

Figure 12. Copied from Deiacato,
Speech and Reading Problems, p. 99
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Figure 13. Tiie left Jiamlcd writer holds his paper at an angle which is
jpposile to that of tlie right handed child. Note that the face is slightly;
■otated toward the right hand, placing the left eye in its most advantageous;
position for seeing.
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Figure 13. Copied from

Delacato, Speech and

Reading Proolems, p. 96
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Figure 14. The left handed writer^ viewed from the rear. The head is
tilted slightly to the right of the spine and the face is rotated slightly to
ward the right hand, placing the left eye in its most advantageous positiop
for seeing.

Figure 14. Copied from Delacato,
Speech and Reading Problems, p. 97
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DELACATO TEST Sm-'JMARY SliEET

Name

Age

School

Grade

Pate_

Right
Handedness

Writing or Crayoning
Throwing
Using Scissoi's

Brushing Teeth
Eating

Picking up Small Objects
Footedness

Stepping For\jard
Stepping Back
Stepping onto a Chair
Stepping off a Step
Kicking a Ball
Predominant Eye

Sighting
Binocular Sighting at
Far-Point

Monocular Sighting at
Far Point

Sighting at Near-Point
Control

Far-Point Visual Efficiency

(Telebinocular)
Near-Point Visual Efficiency

(Telebinocular)
Function

Monocular Pleading Level

(Keystone Tests of Binocular
skill)
Monocular Reading Level

(Informal Reading Inventory)
Writing Position

Earedness (When Necessary)
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Left

Mixed

There are three Institutes which do not deal directly with
patients.

These are:

THE AVERY POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE

Function: The instruction of professional workers in the concepts
and procedures of The Institutes. Students in the Teaching Insti
tute include physicians, educators, therapists and professional
persons from the allied life sciences and the hxamanities. Descrip
tions of the several courses of instruction are avaiable on request.
THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND THE INSTITUTE FOR CLINICAL niVESTICATION
Function:

jury.

Clinical and statistical research in the field of brain in

The results obtained by means of the procedures employed by

the sister Institutes engaged in the evalxaation and treatment of
patients are studied statistically. Clinical studies are directed
toward the better imderstanding of cerebral function and its im
pairment by brain injury.
THE INSTITUTES FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF HUMAN POTENTIAL
Board of Directors
Director
Clenn J. Doman
Associate Director

Carl H. Delacato, Ed.D,
Medical Director

Robert J. Doman, M.D,
Adrainistrator

Lindley C. Boyer
The Children's Evaluation

The Rehabilitation Cen-

Institute
ter at Philadelphia
Cretchen Kerr, Director
Lindley C. Boyer, Director
Evan W. Thomas,M.D. Medical Robert J. Doman, M.D. Medical
Director

Director

The Institute for Neuro-

The Institute for Clinical

logical Organization

Investigation

Peter S. Moran Director
Roselise VJilkinson, M.D.

Cretchen Kerr, Director
Edward B. Lewinn, M.D.

The Institute of Learning
Disability

The Avery Postgraduate Teaching Institute

Arthur S. Sandier, Director

Paul S. Henshaw,PhD., Director

Leland J, Creen, M.D.

Neil Harvey, M.A. (Ed), Dean

The Institute of Reading

The Research Institute

Disability

Raymond S. Taylor, EdD.,

William T. Mullineaux,

Director

Director
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